said he voted to overrule the Commission and allow the county’s Airport Land Use to OK 6-story tower”

There has been a concerted effort to roll back the voting rights of Americans over the past year to end the prohibitions on voter registration, which was enacted in 1957, a year after a lynch mob killed African American activist James Chaney in Mississippi. Despite efforts to roll back the Voting Rights Act, it has maintained its status as one of the greatest accomplishments of the civil rights movement. The significance of the Voting Rights Act is that it empowers all Americans, especially those who have faced discrimination, to have a voice in our democracy. As Congress considers the proposed changes to the Voting Rights Act, it is crucial that we stand together to protect this hard-won victory for democracy.

The proposed changes to the Voting Rights Act, which were introduced in the House of Representatives as HR 1, include a number of provisions aimed at restricting voting rights for all Americans. These proposals have been met with widespread opposition, and they have been roundly condemned by civil rights organizations and voting rights advocates.
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